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STATE OF ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Strategic Energy, L.L.C. :
:

Application for Certificate of : 04-0811
Service Authority under Section :
16-115 of the Public Utilities Act. :

PROPOSED ORDER ON REHEARING

By the Commission:

I. PRELIMINARY MATTERS

On December 29, 2004, Strategic Energy, L.L.C. (“Applicant” or “Strategic”) filed
a verified application with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) requesting
a certificate of service authority in order to become an alternative retail electric supplier
(“ARES”) in Illinois pursuant to Section 16-115 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) and 83
Ill. Adm. Code 451 (“Part 451”). On January 7, 2005, the Administrative Law Judge
requested certain clarifications of matters contained in the application, as well as the
submittal of the certificate of publication. Applicant filed a response to the
Administrative Law Judge on January 18, 2005. Applicant also submitted its certificate
of publication showing that on January 6, 2005, proper publication was made in the
official state newspaper.

Petitions for leave to intervene were filed by BlueStar Energy Services, Inc. and
Local Unions 15, 51, and 702, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (“IBEW”).
These petitions were denied by the Administrative Law Judge.

On February 8, 2005, the Commission entered an order granting the Application.
On February 25, 2005, the IBEW filed a Request for Interlocutory Review and an
Application for Rehearing. Applicant filed replies in opposition to both the Request for
Interlocutory Review and Application for Rehearing. On March 9, 2005, the
Commission in conference granted the Request for Interlocutory Review and granted
the IBEW’s petition to intervene in this matter. Also, on March 9, 2005, the Commission
in conference granted the Application for Rehearing and the matter was referred back to
the Administrative Law Judge.
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A status hearing was held on April 26, 2005 before a duly authorized Administrative
Law Judge. The parties waived the filing of further evidence in this
matter. The parties agreed to a briefing schedule and thereafter Initial Briefs and Reply
Briefs were filed by the Applicant and the IBEW. The matter was again marked “Heard
and Taken” on April 26, 2005.

Although raised as an issued by Strategic in its Briefs on Rehearing and
responded to by the IBEW, the Commission declines to revisit its decision to grant the
IBEW’s petition to intervene through interlocutory review and the subsequent decision to
grant the petition for rehearing.

A proposed order on rehearing was served on all parties.

II. AUTHORITY SOUGHT BY APPLICANT

Applicant requests authority to offer the sale of electricity and power to eligible
nonresidential retail customers with annual electrical consumption greater than 15,000
kilowatt-hours (“kWh”) in the service territories of Commonwealth Edison Company
(“ComEd”) and Illinois Power Company (“AmerenIP”).

III. ADDITIONAL ARGUMENT ON REHEARING

A. Strategic’s Position

Strategic continues to argue that the Commission’s order of February 8 granting
the ARES certificate was correct. Strategic argues that the reciprocity provision was
drafted as a requirement for non-utility electricity suppliers wishing to gain certification
as an ARES to compete in the Illinois electric market. Strategic asserts that the
reciprocity provisions of Section 16-115 were designed to protect Illinois utilities from
unreasonable competition by utilities and their affiliates from outside the State.

Strategic argues that the Illinois Appellate Court review in International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 331 Ill. App. 3d
607, 772 N.E. 2d 340 (5th Dist. 2002) (“IBEW decision”) and Local Unions 15, 51, 702,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. Illinois Commerce Commission and
Blackhawk Energy Services, LLC. (5th Dist. 2003)

Strategic notes that the Appellate court in these two cases did not analyze the
“principal source of electricity” phrase in Section 16-115(d)(5) of the Act.

Strategic further argues that the IBEW’s concerns with Kansas City Power and
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Light (“KCP&L”) are without merit because Strategic is not relying on its corporate
affiliate to meet the reciprocity requirement and Strategic does not purchase power from
KCP&L. Strategic argues that the statute allows three alternative ways to comply; the
applicant, the applicant’s affiliates, or through the applicant’s principal source of
electricity. Strategic asserts that its principal source of electricity is the regional
transmission organization (“RTO”), adding that PJM and MISO own or control electric
transmission facilities for public use and provide delivery services to ComEd and
AmerenIP that are identical to those offered by ComEd and AmerenIP.

Strategic continues stating that the Illinois market differs significantly from that
which faced the General Assembly in enacting the Customer Choice Act. Strategic
notes that ComEd and AmerenIP have divested themselves of generation assets and
neither currently owns the generating units in its control area. Strategic also asserts
that ComEd and AmerenIP have recovered their “stranded costs” through the use of
Customer Transition Charges. Strategic concludes that the transition to RTOs in
controlling generation resources has eliminated the concern that an ARES will take
unreasonable advantage of the investments made by the formerly regulated utilities.

B. IBEW’s Position

The IBEW argues that Strategic completely ignores its affiliation with KCP&L.
The IBEW asserts that Strategic ignores the facts the court considered in the IBEW
decision. The IBEW argues that the IBEW decision focused on the purpose of the
reciprocity provision and held that if the jurisdiction of an ARES or ARES affiliate was
closed to competition from Illinois power providers, permitting that ARES to compete in
the Illinois utility market would allow the new entrant to take an unreasonable advantage of
the investments made by the formerly regulated utility.

The IBEW argues that the Commission has continued to require that ARES
applicants affiliated with vertically integrated utilities show that end use customers in the
territories of the utilities with which they are affiliated are able to obtain their electricity
from utilities and/or power producers from outside of their territories including entities
generating power in other states. The IBEW further argues that in the present case no
Illinois utility or power producer can sell electricity to end use consumers in the Missouri
and Kansas service areas of KCPL; Thus IBEW argues that KCP&L does not provide
delivery services that are reasonably comparable to those offered by Illinois utilities.
IBEW contends KCP&L does not offer delivery services at all. The IBEW asserts that
the Commission cannot ignore the affiliation of Strategic with a utility into whose territory
Illinois utilities and their generation entities will be denied the right to compete for end use
customers.
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The IBEW continues stating that the Commission cannot ignore the language
that states that the purchase of transmission services through an RTO shall not
constitute control or access to the provider’s transmission or distribution facilities. The
IBEW asserts that the 65% requirement does not allow for a group of different entities
organized into a single aggregate of 65%.

The IBEW maintains that Strategic has ignored its connection with KCP&L. The
IBEW asserts that KCP&L is in a non-choice jurisdiction and that Illinois utilities are not
able to send electricity to end use customers. The IBEW further argues that ARES
applicants, if they are affiliated with a utility, the utility must be located in a State open to
competition for end use consumers.

The IBEW further argues that Strategic has now altered its argument on how it
would procure power. The IBEW asserts that in its application Strategic indicated that it
would purchase power from a multiplicity of sources which it would then aggregate in
different configurations and then go through the PJM and MISO RTOs. Now, according
to the IBEW, Strategic will purchase most of its electricity for its end use consumers in
both ComEd’s and AmerenIP’s service areas from one major producer in those areas.
The IBEW argues that Section 16-115(d)(5) continues to require that when an ARES
plans to obtain its power from third party sources, it has to make its purchases from a
“principal source of electricity.”

The IBEW argues that while the 1997 changes to the Act did not refer by name to
the PJM and MISO RTOs, the General Assembly made clear that sending the power
from various sources into Illinois through a tariff obtained from FERC or a state PUC
would not get around the separate status and identity of the entities from whom the
ARES would be obtaining power.

IV. Commission Conclusion

Strategic continues to indicate that it plans to meet the reciprocity standard by
using PJM and MISO as its principal source of electricity as defined in Section 16-
115(d)(5). According to Strategic, PJM and MISO offer delivery services that are
comparable to those offered by Illinois utilities. Strategic claims that there have been
fundamental changes in the Illinois electric market and that under the existing market
structure it would not take unreasonable advantage of investments made by the
formerly regulated utilities by acquiring its electricity through the PJM and MISO RTOs.

While the The Commission in its original order, recognized that there have been
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fundamental changes in Illinois’ electric markets, these changes, in part brought about by
the Customer Choice and Rate Relief Act of 1997, simply do not permit the Commission
to ignore the requirements of Section 16-115(d)(5) of the Act, the Appellate Court’s
decision in IBEW and subsequent decisions and orders of the Commission.  An RTO may
dispatch generation in the service areas of the requested territory,but it does not follow that
said dispatch meets the requirements of reciprocity under the Act.  In the Commission’s
view, it is the underlying supplier of generation that must be evaluated in deciding whether
a principal source of electricity meets Illinois’ reciprocity standards.  The Commission’s
view is supported by an analysis of the language of Section 16-115(d)(5) which first
focuses on the ability of Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates to in fact physically
and economically deliver power to end-use customers in the geographic area of the
ARES, the geographic area of the ARES’s  affiliate or the geographic area of the principal
source of power for the ARES or the affiliate of the ARES’s principal source of power. 
This same statute then focuses on whether the delivery services of the ARES, the ARES’s
affiliate or the ARES’s principal source of power or its affiliate provide delivery services to
and in their geographic area that are reasonably comparable to those provided by the
Illinois utilities and their generating affiliates in their service areas.  This interpretation of
the reciprocity clause has been applied by the Commission in a number of cases and by
the ARES applicants in their pleadings to the Commission for certification.  See;
Blackhawk Energy Services, Docket No. 01-0174 and the more recent filings and
proposed order in WPS Energy Services, Inc., Docket No. 05-0319.  The changes that
Strategic points to the Illinois electricity market do not provide the Commission with license
to re-write laws enacted by the Illinois legislature. continuing evolution of the wholesale
market and the increasing importance of RTOs, especially as they pertain to Illinois. The
Commission continues to agree with Strategic’s position that PJM and MISO may be
considered principal sources of electricity to satisfy condition one of the reciprocity
requirements as set forth in the IBEW decision.

The parties devoted  spend considerable time in their briefs arguing about whether
there is an opportunity to take an unreasonable advantage over the existing utilities by
allowing a new entrant into the Illinois utility market, without providing the Illinois utilities
affected by the new entrant an opportunity to also compete in the market of the new entrant.
Thus in spite of Given the apparent new landscape of the Illinois electricity markets, the
Commission finds, based on its analysis of Section 16-115(d)(5) of the Act, that the
Applicant’s use of PJM and MISO as principal sources of electricity simply does not satisfy
satisfies the reciprocity requirements.  While Neither ComEd and nor AmerenIP no longer
technically possess generating capacity any longer, having for the most part sold or
transferred the units off to non-regulated affiliates or unrelated companies, the fact is that
the generating capacity of these former utilities is still owned by the same holding
companies that continue to own and manage the utilities that send power to Illinois
consumers..  While Both PJM and MISO may offer delivery services reasonably
comparable to those offered by Illinois utilities and Additionally,  Illinois utilities have the
opportunity to participate in both PJM and MISO’s electricity markets, Section 16-
115(d)(5) requires that an ARES applicant purchasing power from third parties to ensure
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that the geographic area served its principal source of power or its affiliate be open to
competition by Illinois utilities.  This requirement of the reciprocity provision is simply not
satisfied by Applicant’s asserted reliance on PJM and MISO as sources of power from
multiple aggregated suppliers.. 

Thus, the Commission believes it must alter its original finding that had permitted an
Applicant seeking ARES certification in Illinois to simply ignore the power source language
of the present reciprocity clause in favor of purchasing its power from an aggregation of
suppliers and then funneling that power into Illinois through the PJM and MISO RTOs.  As
stated above, permitting an ARES applicant to simply resort to the PJM and MISO RTOs
to deliver power from a variety of sources ignores the clear language of Section 16-
115(d)(5) to looks to delivery of power from Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates to
specific geographic areas and considers the comparability of delivery services to and in
those areas for Illinois utilities.   sees no reason to alter its original finding that within the
meaning of the Appellate Court’s decision in IBEW, granting Applicant a certificate will not
allow the new entrant to take an unreasonable advantage of the investments made by the
formerly regulated industry.

As an alternative to using the PJM and MISO RTOs to meet the reciprocity
requirements, Strategic had provided the Commission with a list of wholesale
counterparties that it says have corporate affiliates that own or control facilities for the
transmission or distribution of electricity and to which power and energy can be physically
and economically delivered by ComEd and IP and that they provide delivery services that
are reasonably comparable to those offered by Illinois electric utilities.  Strategic asserts
that by agreeing to purchase at least 65% of its power for Illinois retail customers from this
pool of wholesale counterparties, it meets the reciprocity requirements. 

The Commission does not agree that Applicant can designate a list of suppliers
and utilize this “pool” of suppliers to meet the “principal source of electricity” provision of
the law.  Such a process is not contemplated as fulfilling the reciprocity requirement under
the Act and is, in fact, inconsistent with the definition of “principal source of electricity:
contained in Section 16-115(d)(5).  The reciprocity provision clearly defined “principal” as
a “single” source and dictated that the “single” source must supply “65%” of the “power and
energy” on which the ARES relies for power.

Finally Again, the Commission observes that the Applicant does not own or control
facilities for the transmission or distribution of electricity, although it does have an affiliate
that owns or controls facilities for the transmission or distribution of electricity, that being
KCP&L.  On subsequent review, the The Commission agrees disagrees with the IBEW
that the Applicant’s affiliation with KCP&L affiliate has a bearing on this application.  While
the  The Applicant has not relied on its affiliate to comply with the reciprocity issue and. Nor
does not Applicant plan to buy power from KCP&L, Section 16-115(d)(5) provides for
three limitations on the right of ARES applicants to directly provide power end energy to
end-use customers in Illinois.  Any ARES or its ARES affiliate must be located in a
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jurisdiction that can be served by Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates.  Further, if
an ARES intends to utilize power from a third source, that power must come from a source
that directly or indirectly through its affiliation with a utility be located in a jurisdiction that
can be served by Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates.

The Commission concludes, therefore, that the order entered on February 8,
2005 was incorrect is correct and should be set aside and substituted for by the present
Order on Rehearing. remain in full force and effect. 

V.  FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPHS

The Commission, having reviewed the entire record, is of the opinion and finds
that:

(1) Applicant, Strategic Energy, LLC, a business organized and authorized to
do business under the laws of the State of Illinois, seeks authority to
become an Alternative Retail Electric Supplier under Section 16-115 of the
Act;

(2) the Commission has jurisdiction of the parties hereto and the subject
matter hereof;

(3)  the recitals of fact and conclusions reached in the prefatory portion of this
order are supported by the record are hereby adopted as findings of fact
and conclusions by the Commission, and show that Applicant has failed to
meet the requirements of both the letter and spirit of the reciprocity clause
and for that reason its Application for Certification as an ARES in Illinois is
denied; as required by 220 ILCS 16-115(d)(1),

(4)  the order entered on February 8, 2005 is set aside and this Order on
Rehearing is substituted for the February 8, 2005 Order and is now the
Commission’s Order should remain in full force and effect.
effect.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the Illinois Commerce Commission that the
order entered in this docket on February 8, 2005 is set aside and this Order on Rehearing
is substituted for the February 8, 2005 Order and is now the Commission’s Order remain
in full force and effect.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of
the Public Utilities Act and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.880, this Order is final; it is not subject
to the Administrative Review Law.
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Dated:July __, 2005 ___June 13, 2005

Briefs on Exceptions due: June 27, 2005
Reply briefs to Exceptions due: July 5, 2005

Michael L. Wallace
Administrative Law Judge
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